Field programmable gate array based fuzzy neural signal processing system for differential diagnosis of QRS complex tachycardia and tachyarrhythmia in noisy ECG signals.
The paper reports of a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based embedded system for detection of QRS complex in a noisy electrocardiogram (ECG) signal and thereafter differential diagnosis of tachycardia and tachyarrhythmia. The QRS complex has been detected after application of entropy measure of fuzziness to build a detection function of ECG signal, which has been previously filtered to remove power line interference and base line wander. Using the detected QRS complexes, differential diagnosis of tachycardia and tachyarrhythmia has been performed. The entire algorithm has been realized in hardware on an FPGA. Using the standard CSE ECG database, the algorithm performed highly effectively. The performance of the algorithm in respect of QRS detection with sensitivity (Se) of 99.74% and accuracy of 99.5% is achieved when tested using single channel ECG with entropy criteria. The performance of the QRS detection system has been compared and found to be better than most of the QRS detection systems available in literature. Using the system, 200 patients have been diagnosed with an accuracy of 98.5%.